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Abstract- Due to severe thermal problems of today’s VLSI
integrated circuits the need for reliable and quick thermal,
electro-thermal and logi-thermal simulation tools is increasing. In
this paper, we discuss the latest advances in the SISSI package
(simulator for integrated structures by simultaneous iteration)
which is a tool developed originally for analog VLSI design.
The improvements include electro-thermal ac and transient simulation and the consideration of the thermal voltage of Si-A1
contacts. Furthermore, we introduce a new module of SISSI,
LOGITHERM, which is aimed at the self-consistent logic and
thermal simulation of large digital VLSI designs. The features
of our simulator package are highlighted by simulation examples
that are compared in most cases with measurement results.
Index Terms- Electro-thermal simulation, logi-thermal simulation, thermal network extraction.

I. INTRODUCTION
UE to the increasing component density and increasing
operational speed of today’s integrated circuits the dissipation power density and thus the chip temperature increases
as well. This fact necessitates the consideration of thermal
issues not only in packaging design but in earlier phases of the
design process too. The layout arrangement strongly influences
the operation of the electrical network via thermal feedback
effects, and the importance of these effects increases with
the increasing power densities and consequently increasing
temperatures. That is why chip level thermal and electrothermal simulation gained importance in the past few years,
resulting in a number of solutions [1]-[3]. Most of them
address the transistor level simulation, using SPICE and a
thermal simulator connected in an iteration loop. In the case
of digital circuits, the speed of this simulation method can be
improved: instead of using detailed SPICE-like MOS models,
simplified models are considered in the simulation of the
electrical part, see, e.g., the ETS-A system [3]. By taking
advantage of the latency of some circuit regions the simulation
speed can be further increased [4].
Alternatively, there is another approach to electro-thermal
transistor level investigation of IC’s: application of the simultaneous simulation or cosimulation principle [5]-[7].The latest
implementation of this method is the SISSI package [SI-[lo].
After recalling the basic features of the simultaneous iteration,
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in this paper we present the importance of electro-thermal
simulation with simulated and measured examples.
The analog simulation examples together with measurement
results presented in Section V highlight the application fields
where our approach is the only method that delivers acceptable,
accurate results.
Considering the size of the system to be simulated, we are of
the opinion that the appropriate method and model abstraction
level should be used. When transistor level simulation is
appropriate (basically for analog cells of VLSI chips), SISSI
and other electro-thermal simulators are the right tools: the
design objectives are formulated in terms of currents, voltages,
etc. delivered directly by the simulators. Another selection
aspect of the tools is the nature of the problem. For example,
if electro-thermal ac problems are to be investigated, the only
applicable method is the simultaneous simulation as described
later.
In the case of large digital designs, the abstraction of models
is above the transistor level. Furthermore, the design objectives
are formulated in terms of logic values and timing. Thus, for
considering thermal issues, the thermal simulation has to be
coupled to the logic level simulation. Our first approach to this
problem is the logi-thermal simulation that has been realized
in the LOGITHERM module of SISSI, which will be briefly
introduced in Section VI.
11. BASIC SIMULATION PRINCIPLE IN SISSI

An integrated circuit is always a coupled system of an
electrical network (its proper functioning is the ultimate design
objective) and a thermal subsystem realized by the IC chip, its
encapsulation, etc. The coupling between the two subsystems
is performed by the elements of the integrated circuit, which
act as dissipators (transistors, resistors) and sensor elements
(semiconductor devices, Si-A1 contacts).
The mutual dependence of the two subsystems is given in
mathematical form by the corresponding state equations
0 = Im(q>
Tj)

for the electrical side and by
0 = P,(v,>
Tj)

for the thermal part where Vi is the vector of the electrical
state variables (e.g., nodal voltages), Tj is the vector of the
state variables of the thermal side (e.g., device temperatures),
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I , is the net current entering node m and P, is the heatflux balance of the nth device's thermal node. The I , and P,
functions are nonlinear in both arguments.
The coupled electro-thermal system is characterized by the
common state vector [V,,T3],that we seek during the solution
process. For solving these equations either the so called
relaxation method or the method of simultaneous iteration can
be applied.
In simultaneous iteration, (1) and (2) are considered to
form one, single system of equations for the concatenated,
common state vector [K,T J ]The
. iterative solution takes place
simultaneously for both the voltages and temperatures. It is
characteristic for this method that during the iterative solution
process (e.g., in the case of the Newton-Raphson algorithm),
all the elements of the Jacobian matrix are calculated and
used. Different classical implementations of this method can
be found in the literature, see, e.g., [51-[71, [ I l l .
In the case of the relaxation method, for the electrical and
for the thermal parts two separate solution algorithms are used,
which are coupled: one simulator uses the updated results of
the other tool in an iteration loop. Examples of electro-thermal
simulation systems based on this principle are presented by
various authors, see, e.g., [l], [2], [12]. The drawback of this
method is that the dI,/dTJ and dP,/dK elements of the
Jacobian matrix of the coupled system are not generated at
all. That is why such a simulation system is unable to deliver
immediate results regarding, e.g., the small signal, frequency
domain behavior.
Due to all these facts, for transistor-level electro-thermal
simulation we use the method of simultaneous iteration.
111. MODELINGPROBLEMS
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Fig. 1. General flow-chart of electro-thermal simulation, performed by the
method of simultaneous iteration.

Layout extraction and most of the results display is solved
with the built-in tools of the design environment.
A. Advances in the Thermal Netlist Extraction
A key element of our electro-thermal simulation system
is the thermal netlist extraction, see Fig. 1: in other words
the identification of the lumped element equivalent of the
distributed thermal RC system realized by the silicon chip
(and its encapsulation). Our approach is the following.
We assume, that temperature differences over the chip
surface remain moderate such, that the nonlinear temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity of silicon can be
neglected. This assumption allows us to use linear network
theory for the ultimate description of the thermal subsystem.
We represent the complete electro-thermal system by an
electrical/thermal model with N thermal ports (electrical side)
terminated by a thermal N-port (representing the purely thermal side), see the upper part of Fig. 2. The thermal N-port
can be described by a set of functions relating the dissipation
vector of the system to its temperature vector

For correct self-consistent electro-thermal simulation performed by simultaneous simulation, we have to do the following:
1) we need to extend the semiconductor device models of
the applied circuit simulation program with a thermal
port and with extra device equations in order to account
for basic electro-thermal effects (dissipation, temperature dependence of the physical parameters);
2) beside the semiconductor devices we need to model
other, e.g., temperature sensitive elements (such as Si-AI
contacts);
where each T, symbol denotes the temperature response at the
3) we need to generate an accurate and efficient lumped ith port and each P3 is the power excitation at the jth port
element thermal RC model of the thermal subsystem.
of the thermal network.
For solving these problems, in SISSI we use the following
For a given layout arrangement of the IC to be analyzed,
simulation tools of our own development: the electro-thermal the fi function matrix can be obtained by using a thermal
circuit simulation engine TRANS-TRAN [5], [ l I], [13] the simulator. Knowing fi, an equivalent, linear lumped element
fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based thermal simulator THER- circuit can be generated that properly describes the thermal
MANAL [13], [ 141 (for generating lumped element thermal subsystem. For the steady-state case this network consists
models and two-dimensional (2-D) temperature profiles for solely of thermal resistors. Thus, for an electro-thermal dc
steady-state cases and for simulating the dynamic behavior of analysis the thermal behavior of the IC chip and its thermal
the thermal subsystem) and the THERMODEL program [I51 surrounding can be accurately described by means of the therfor generating compact dynamic thermal models to be used in mal resistance matrix. For dynamic analysis the approximate
ac and transient electro-thermal simulations. All these tools are equivalent circuit of the thermal N-port could be a set of
glued together inside the Cadence Opus design environment. lumped element RC ladders, see the lower part of Fig. 2.
Authorized licensed use limited to: BME OMIKK. Downloaded on February 2, 2009 at 13:55 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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is about 10 . . . 16.) These Cauer-ladders accurately
represent the thermal properties of the IC (chip
encapsulation) for a given layout arrangement. There
are methods to find correspondence between elements of
such Cauer-ladders and the real physical structures [17].
The theory applied in THERMODEL is briefly discussed
in the Appendix. For more details of THERMODEL
refer to [ 151.
3) The set of thermal RC ladders has to be processed
by the electro-thermal simulation engine. The compact
thermal model of the IC introduces a large amount of
excess nodes to be considered by the electric solver.
By taking advantage of the special, regular topology of
the thermal model, a dedicated node-reduction algorithm
is applied in order to reduce the excess node-count
introduced by the thermal netlist to the number of the
thermal ports of the electrical side of the combined
electrical/thermal model (see Fig. 2). This node reduction is performed as follows. Assuming a S t simulation
time-step of the transient solution algorithm, the linear
RC network representing the thermal part is solved
in a preprocessing step and the results are stored for
further use. Later, during the electro-thermal simulation,
only the precalculated responses at the thermal ports
(retrieved from storage) have to be applied.
Since the electrical and thermal models of the IC are treated
simultaneously, the self-consistency of the simulation results
is automatically maintained for both steady-state and dynamic
cases. Note, that in the case of steady-state simulations the set
of thermal RC ladders is replaced by the thermal resistance
matrix of the chip.

(b)

Fig. 2. The model of the coupled electro-thermal system realized by an IC
(a) and the lumped element RC equivalent of the IC chip describing the
thermal behavior (b).

Some of these ladders describe port impedances (excitation
and response are on the same port), some others describe
thermal transfer impedances (excitation is applied to the mth
port, response is obtained on the nth port). In the latter case
we use twin ladders to describe all poles having both positive
and negative residuum values (see the lower part of Fig. 2).
For the identification of such a compact dynamic model
composed of several RC ladders of 10 . . . 16 stages we
have developed a new, dedicated model compaction tool
(THERMODEL [ 151) which uses an identification procedure
of lumped element equivalents of distributed RC networks
based on deconvolution [161.
Thus, the generation of the compact, lumped element thermal model to be used by the electro-thermal circuit simulation
engine involves the following steps.
1) A series of three-dimensional (3-D) dynamic thermal
simulations has to be run. On every dissipating element
a known thermal excitation has to be applied and the dynamic responses (either in time domain or in frequency
domain) on all temperature sensitive elements have to
be recorded. SISSI's thermal solver (THERMANAL)
provides these thermal responses in form of Bode plots
which are the basis of the thermal model identification.
2 ) THERMODEL has to be applied to all recorded response
functions in order to obtain the necessary set of thermal
RC ladders. (Each ladder contains K stages where

B. Si-A1 Contacts
An integrated circuit-even a single analog cell-contains
lots of internal wiring, on different wiring layers: on alumina,
on polysilicon or on doped silicon regions. Whenever two
different conducting layers need to be connected in order to
form a single net, a contact hole has to be opened to let form
the desired contact. Due to the Seebeck-effect each of these
contacts is temperature sensitive: the contact potential between
the two materials depends on the temperature. From a practical
point of view the Si-A1 and poly-A1 contacts are important,
since these contacts usually have a considerable Seebeckcoefficient. In the case of high-precision analog designs,
special care should be taken in order to avoid the possible
parasitic effects due to the temperature sensitive nature of
the contacts: Si-A1 contacts in a differential input path may
cause considerable thermal offset, if they are not placed on
the same isotherm. Another aspect of the Si-A1 contacts is
that in thermal functional circuits they are usually used as the
temperature sensitive elements (thermo-couples).
From these points of view an important development in
SISSI was the implementation of the Seebeck-effect taking
place at the Si-A1 (and poly-Al) contacts of an IC.
Due to the Seebeck-effect the Si-A1 contacts also serve as
coupling elements between the electrical and thermal parts
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of the electro-thermal system, since they can be considered as
thermo-elements, modeled by a temperature controlled voltage
source with a thermo-electrical transconductance of I
S1
0.2. . . l mV/"C. Besides the Seebeck-contact model (which
has been added to the model set of SISSI's electro-thermal
circuit simulator), the consideration of the Si-AI contacts
involved several other problems. The most important one is
that the usual circuit extractors are not able to detect any layout
feature contacting two conduction layers as separate circuit
elements: they consider layout features connected by Si-A1
contacts to form one single node in the electrical netlist. This
problem has been solved by adding new detection and netlist
generation rules to the rules data base of the netlist extractor.
The operation of the layout extraction can be interactively
controlled by the user inside the design environment: certain
subregions of the layout may be marked where the Si-A1
contact should be detected as temperature controlled voltage
sources.
IV. LOGI-THERMAL
SIMULATION
In the case of large digital designs, the transistor level
electro-thermal simulation is not efficient in terms of the
required computing time. On the other hand, the obtained
simulation results are overdetailed.
We should keep in mind that the thermal time constants
of the chip are by many orders of magnitude larger than the
typical clock cycles of digital systems. This basically means,
that relaxation type simulation schemes can be well applied
in the case of digital circuits. Another fact is that in the
case of logic gates, there is no need for the high accuracy
of circuit level simulation; thus, instead of detailed, SPICElike MOS transistor models, simpler models are sufficient. This
was the idea followed by Cheng et al. [4], [ 3 ] .In their work,
they applied the RWQ (region-wise quadratic) MOS transistor
modeling technique in order to speed up their simulator.
In our opinion, this simulation is still too detailed with
respect to the final design objectives. We suggest, that the
relaxation method should be applied for coupling a logic simulator (using logic models of gates, flip-flops and other standard
digital building blocks) and a possibly quick thermal simulator.
Since logic simulation is coupled to thermal simulation, we
have suggested to call this method logi-thermal simulation.
Implementation
of
a
logi-thermal
simulation
system-assuming
gate level simulation and standard
cell design style-involves the following.
1) The thermal behavior of the logic gates, flip-flops and
other standard cells has to be known. From the point
of view of the logic simulation this roughly means
the temperature dependence of their timing parameters.
Furthermore, we have to know how much power is
dissipated during a switching event, to what extent does
this dissipation depend on the temperature. If we have
at least the electrical netlist of each standard cell, these
parameters can be identified by a series of transistor level
electrical simulations, where the ambient temperature is
swept over a large range (e.g., from 0 to 100 "C).
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Once the thermal characteristics of the standard cells
are known, temperature dependent models should be
constructed for the purpose of logic simulation, i.e.,
each logic model has the temperature as parameter. The
temperature dependent logic models of the standard cells
should be constructed only once and should be stored in
the standard cell library.
The applied logic simulator has to be modified such, that
it should be able to provide the number of switching
events that take place during a logic simulation cycle of
At time, annotated to every logic gate. Multiplying these
numbers with the energy dissipated during one switching
event for each gate, results in the total power dissipated
during the above At time interval. This dissipation
distribution of the circuit can be used by the thermal
simulator in the next step.
During the logic simulation, after a simulation cycle
of At duration has completed, a thermal simulator has
to calculate the temperature distribution of the chip: a
thermal transient simulation has to be coupled to the
logic simulator, where the At time is the time interval to
be considered for the thermal transient simulation. The
thermal simulator has to be provided with the layout
of the chip together with the dissipation values of the
gates collected by the logic simulator. The calculated
temperatures have to be back-annotated to the individual
model instances in the logic simulator, in order to update
the temperature dependent timing parameters of the logic
models of the placed standard cells. With the updated
models a new logic simulation has to be performed for
another At time interval.
This loop should be repeated until the final simulation time is exceeded. Fig. 3 illustrates this simulation
principle.
An experimental implementation of the above scheme has been
prepared using a modified version of the Verilog logic simulator and the already existing modules of the SISSI package
(THERMANAL, THERMODEL, TRANS-TRAN program),
resulting in a new simulation package called SISSI-Logitherm,
which is also implemented within the Cadence Opus environment, configured for the ecpdlO process of AtmelES2. The temperature dependent logic models have been
prepared for the standard cells provided by ES2 in full layout
representation. Extension of the temperature dependent logic
models is considered for further elements of the given standard
cell library.
During the implementation of the logi-thermal simulation
special attention should be payed to the speed of the applied
thermal simulator in order to maintain the high speed of the
usual logic simulation. Since thermal transient simulation is
needed between two subsequent runs of the logic simulator,
usual FEM tools are not adequate due to their relatively
long execution times. As an alternative, we use the analog
module of SISSI. Instead of considering the detailed layout
of the standard cells, the chip surface can partitioned, e.g.,
by an equidistant grid of N = M x M rectangular shapes,
where M is typically 8 . . . 16. (Instead of an equidistant
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Fig. 4. Generation of the compact thermal model of an IC and its use in
These rectangular partitions are considered during the ther- logi-thermal simulation.
mal simulation performed by the THERMANAL program.
Based on the thermal dynamic responses (thermal Bode plots) in THERMANAL, thus each shape would reside on four
obtained for these shapes, a compact thermal model of the IC FFT grid cells. The calculation of the corresponding dynamic
chip and its encapsulation is generated. This model is of the thermal response functions and the identification of the thermal
same kind of lumped element thermal N-ports as mentioned N-port model requires about 100 min preparation time on
a Sun Sparc 20. (This time can be drastically reduced by
in Section 111-A.
During logic simulation, the elementary dissipation values symmetry considerations. Note, however, that in the case of
(dissipatiodevent x event-count) of the standard cells are such reduction only equidistant simulation grid can be apsummed for each rectangular shape defined by the logi-thermal plied.) During a logi-thermal simulation the thermal transient
simulation grid. The dissipation vector obtained this way is simulation for At time (using this thermal N-port model)
combined with the compact thermal N-port model of the IC: takes just a few seconds. Although the simulation grid used
the current generators representing the net dissipation in each during thermal simulation is rough, with proper interpolation,
rectangle terminate the ports of the thermal N-port model of the resulting temperature profile on the chip surface still can
the IC. This thermal netlist is passed to the electric solver of be smooth.
SISSI, which in this way realizes a very quick time domain
V. APPLICATION
EXAMPLES
thermal simulator, providing the temperature of the rectangular
partitions on the chip surface. This modeling principle is
A. CMOS Operational Ampli$ers
illustrated in Fig. 4.
Following the frequently referred tutorial article of Solomon
Note, that the thermal model generation is just a preprocessing step; it has to be performed only once, before the [18], with SISSI we analyzed the effect of the thermal coulogi-thermal simulation loop is started. In contrast to the plings on the properties of a transconductance operational
analog case, the thermal netlist generation is also rather quick, amplifier (OTA) realized by CMOS technology [9].
The schematic of the investigated OTA is shown in Fig. 5,
since due to the rough artificial grid, in the thermal solver
while
a layout variant of the circuit together with a temperature
rough spatial resolution can be used as well. For example,
map
in
a given dc operating point is presented in Fig. 6.
in the case of a logi-thermal simulation grid of 8 x 8 (64
In
order
to clearly demonstrate the influence of the thermal
rectangular shapes), an FFT resolution of 32 x 32 is sufficient
Authorized licensed use limited to: BME OMIKK. Downloaded on February 2, 2009 at 13:55 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 5. Circuit schematic of an operational transconductance amplifier.

couplings and the need for electro-thermal simulation we
constructed an ill-formed layout for the amplifier. Keeping
in mind that output-to-input thermal feedback is the usual
origin of thermally induced malfunctioning, we intended to
enhance this effect. In the layout the T1 and T2 transistors
of the input differential amplifier are placed next to the Txx
and TYYtransistors of the output current mirrors. The latter
have considerable dissipation, which changes rapidly with the
output voltage.
We performed three different simulations: an electrical-only
simulation, an electro-thernial simulation neglecting the effect
of Si-A1 contacts and an electro-thermal simulation, where
the two contacts of the input differential pair were also considered. When electrical-only simulation was performed using
constant, forced device temperatures, the resulting transfer
characteristics represented a much smaller voltage gain than
in the case of electro-thermal simulations. Fig. 7 shows the
three calculated characteristics: curve i) corresponding to the
electrical-only case, curve ii) for the electro-thermal simulation
neglecting the contacts, and curve iii) which was obtained by
an electro-thermal simulation including Si-A1 contacts at the
input transistor-pair.
There is obviously a great difference between these curves.
Curves ii) and iii) are similar in shape, however, there is
an offset of about a few millivolts corresponding to the
few degrees temperature difference between the two contacts
(assuming Tamb = 25 "C and a power supply of f 1 2 V). It
is interesting to note that there is also a slight difference in
the voltage gain obtained by the two different electro-thermal
simulations.
Curve i) calculated by the electrical-only simulation differs
to a great extent from the characteristics obtained by electrothermal simulations. A detailed analysis suggests, that besides
the output-to-input thennalfeedback a strong thermal coupling
takes place between transistors TYYand Tu of the bottom
current mirror of the output stage which may explain the
phenomenon [91.
The circuit represented by the schematic shown in Fig. 5 has
been designed and manufactured with three different layout

(b)
Fig. 6 . A layout variant of the schematic is shown in Fig. 5. Surface
temperature distribution at elevated ambient temperature calculated by SISSI
(a) and obtained by liquid crystal thermal mapping (b).
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Fig. 7. DC transfer characteristics of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 5: (it
electrical-only simulation, (ii) electro-thermal simulation without contacts, and
(iii) electro-thermal simulation including Si-AI contacts.

versions. The three different versions have been measured
using a power supply of k6.5 V. The surface temperature
distribution of the circuits has also been measured with a liquid
crystal-based thermal mapping system [19] at an elevated
ambient temperature (Tamb = 70 "C). The measured and
simulated distributions are in good agreement (see Fig. 6).
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The amplifier shown in Fig. 5 has been completed with
an output stage of class AB, in order to form an OpAmp.
This extended amplifier has been realized in two different
layout versions. The difference in the layout variants was the
placement of the transistors of the input stage with respect to
the output stage, while other geometric data of the designs
were the same. This variation in the layout was expected to
result in thermal feed-back paths (between the input and output
stages) with opposite sign. The dynamic behavior of these
OpAmp designs has been studied with the help of SISSI. It
was also expected, the effect of the different thermal feedback paths would be well manifested on the dynamic electrical
responses of the OpAmps.
All of the layout variants have also been realized with the
ecpdl0 CMOS process of Atmel-ES2. We studied the dynamic behavior of the different layout variants in the following
way. A square-wave excitation has been applied at the input
and we were interested in the response voltage at the output
of the OpAmp. The applied supply voltage was *6 V, while
the load resistor connected to the output stage was 500 0.
A time domain self-consistent electro-thermal simulation
has been carried out with SISSI (see the top of Fig. 8) and the
same time domain responses have also been measured (see the
bottom of Fig. 8). A layout dependent behavior can be well
observed. In situation a) an overshoot can be seen: the gain of
the OpAmp is higher as long as the dissipation wave of the
output stage does not reach the input stage. When the thermal
feedback-path builds up, the gain is reduced.
According to the SISSI simulation this this thermal transient
has a time-constant of about T = 20 ps. In situation b) the
thermal feed-back is of opposite sign: after the switching the
gain starts to increase and it saturates with a similar T thermal
time constant, as the thermal feed-back path completely builds
up (the thermal waves leaving the output stage reach the input
stage).
The same behavior can be observed on the measured characteristics (see the bottom of Fig. 8). Both the shape and
the thermal time-constant of the simulated transient responses
correspond well to the measured results.
B. Microthermostat

In order to demonstrate the capability of SISSI in the case of
circuits with tight thermal coupling, we designed and simulated
an IC chip containing a built-in microthermostat. After the
designed chip has been fabricated, its thermal behavior has
been measured as well.
The circuit was designed and manufactured with the
ecpdl0 CMOS process of Atmel-ES2. A rectangular area
of the chip surface was surrounded by four dissipator MOS
transistors having a current of 16.4 mA each (see Fig. 9).
A current-output temperature-sensor [20] was placed on one
side of this rectangle. The output current of the sensor was
compared with an Iref reference current and the amplified
error signal was used to control the gate electrodes of the
dissipating transistors. It was expected that the chip surface
would be heated to a constant temperature, independently
from the ambient temperature value.

Fig 8 Simulated (top) and measured (bottom) transient responses to a
square-wave excitation, obtained for the layout versions a) and h) of the investigated CMOS OpAmp Note, that measured responses match the simulated
ones and nearly the same 7 thermal time-constant can be observed

Since the thermal conductivity of the silicon is very good,
a huge amount of power is needed to heat the chip surface considerably above the package temperature. In order
to reduce this, the microthermostat chip was packaged into
a special encapsulation having a high chip-to-ambient thermal
resistance.
In the design phase, we performed steady-state electrothermal simulations (assuming such a special, "microthermostat" encapsulation) for a number of ambient temperature
values. The characteristic shown in the upper part of Fig. 10
was obtained. This function is the temperature within the
square surrounded by the four dissipators, vs. the ambient
temperature. It can be observed that between the ambient
temperatures of TA M 15 "C and TB M 60 OC the temperature
stabilizing behavior is well manifested: a change of M 45 "C
in the ambient temperature results only in a = 2.5 "C change
in the chip surface temperature. The manufactured chip (see
the lower part of Fig. 9) was encapsulated with a 0.3 mm
thick heat-insulating glass layer underneath in order to increase
the chip-to-ambient thermal resistance, thus to increase the
temperature stabilizing effect. The measured characteristic
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Fig. 9. Detailed layout and SEM microphotograph of the microthermostat
circuit.

(thermostat temperature versus ambient temperature) can be
seen in the lower part of Fig. 10. It matches the simulation
results except the T.4 z 25 " C temperature which is 10'
higher than the Ta4value obtained by simulation. The reason
of this difference is attributed to the uncertainty about the
thermal properties of the glue used to fix the heat insulating
glass layer under the silicon chip. However, it is clear that
the simulation with SISSI predicted the circuit operation well.
The difference in the T.4 value highlights how important is
to know the chip encapsulation structure in detail, before an
electro-thermal simulation is performed.
The three-segment character of this function requires some
explanations. Below the TA temperature even the maximum
heating is not enough to reach the the prescribed temperature
value-this explains that the stabilizing effect disappears in
this range. Over the TB temperature cooling would be needed
in order to keep the stabilized temperature-this is obviously
impossible using only heater elements.

10
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80

90

100

Fig. 10. The chip surface temperature of the microthermostat circuit within
the square of the dissipating transistors versus ambient temperature: simulation
results in the Cadence Opus waveform window (a) and measurement results
(b).

We should underline the fact that only the simulation engines
with siinultaneous iteration scheme are capable to solve a problem like this, characterized by very strong thermal coupling
effects, where the thermal coupling lies in the feedback loop
of a proportional control circuitry.

B. Logi-Thermal Examples
For testing the logi-thermal simulation, a benchmark chip
has been designed and manufactured. see the left hand-side
of Fig. 11. This circuit contained an 8-bit binary counter, a
150-stage inverter chain and a 101-stage ring oscillator. These
circuits have been investigated by simulation and measurement.
I ) &Bit Binary Counter: The 8-bit counter is an example
which demonstrates well the application of the LOGITHERM
module of SISSI. We have designed a simple, 8-bit binary
counter. In order to increase the event density, consequently
the dissipation density, we connected an inverter-chain of
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Fig. 11. Logi-thermal benchmark chip. Left: microphotograph of the chip. Right: simulated temperature distribution in a single logi-thermal simulation cycle.

We also investigated the same dependence with our tem20 inverters and further 30 two-input AND gates to each
output bit of the counter. The final circuit contained altogether perature dependent Verilog models. In the simulation a lin343 standard cells and the necessary number of U 0 pads. ear frequency-temperature relationship was obtained with the
The counter was driven by a 25 MHz clock and the At same slope as in the case of the measurement, but all the
simulation window was 10 ps. The execution time of one frequencies were with 3 MHz less than the measured ones.
logi-thermal simulation cycle on a Sun Sparc 20 workstation The source of the difference is attributed to the SPICE MOS
was 34.5 s. During this time Verilog has executed 146 180 transistor models, that were used in the model generation phase
events (state transitions) and this execution time also includes for Verilog.
a thermal simulation run. Fig. 12 presents the temperature
distribution after one simulation cycle. Since the logic state
VI. CONCLUSIONS
transitions are the most frequent at the LSB of the counter, an
In this paper we described the new features of the SISSI
increased temperature is expected at the corresponding cells electro-thermal simulation package. With different analog simof the layout. In Fig. 12(a), the cells of the lowermost bit of ulation examples we highlighted some cases, where SISSI is
the counter can be clearly identified due to their increased the only tool which can handle correctly the given simulation
temperature.
task. As a conclusion, we can state that SISSI is a suitable
In another test run the counter was continousely set and layout verification tool for the design of analog VLSI cells.
preset such, that the event density was uniform in every Due to the applied simultaneous iteration technique SISSI is
part of the circuit. According to the expectations, the logi- able to handle all types of electro-thermal simulation problems.
thermal simulation resulted in an almost uniform temperature
Regarding the digital designs, we introduced the concept of
distribution over the chip surface [see Fig. 12(b)]. In this the logi-thermal simulation. This is a simulation principle carun we used the same At simulation window; Verilog has pable of highlighting thermal problems of digital VLSI circuits
performed 566 159 events during one simulation cycle. The during the logic design phase. The presented principle was
net execution time of a cycle was 38.5 s of operation.
implemented in the LOGITHERM module of SISSI which is
The measured temperature distributions shown in Fig. 13 expected to help systems engineers to detect malfunctioning of
justify the simulation results.
digital circuits due to overheating, already in the design phase.
2) Ring Oscillator.: In order to see how timing may vary Furthermore, SISSI-LOGITHERM may help in designing for
with temperature. a 101-stage ring oscillator has been sim- thermal testability (DffT). A long logi-thermal simulation with
ulated and measured. The measured oscillation frequencies digital input patterns typical for the expected operation of
versus temperature are shown in Fig. 14. The temperature the circuit can be used to identify its thermal sigrzahire. This
dependence of the oscillation frequency is 20%/100 "C, as it signature may be important from the point of view of optimal
can be seen well on this figure. This result is in full conformity sensor placement for on-line thermal testing and monitoring
with our theoretical expectations.
[201, L311.
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(b)
Fig. 13. Measured temperature distribution of an 8-bit binary counter in
normal operation (a) and in continuous set/preset (b). Brighter color means
higher temperature.

tb)
Fig. 12. Logi-thermal simulation results of an 8-bit binary counter in normal
operation (a) and in continuous set/preset (b). Brighter color means higher
temperature.

VII. APPENDIX
THEORYUSED IN THE THERMODEL PROGRAM

The theoretical background of the model generation method
used in the THERMODEL program is based on a new representation of the distributed RC networks [16]. In this representation the behavior of the network is described by convolution
equations. Here we present this theory very briefly, limited
only to the elements needed to follow the algorithm of the
THERMODEL tool.
The t time and the w angular frequency will be substituted,
henceforth, by their natural logarithm

z = 1n(t),

R = ln(w).

(4)

The R ( z ) time-constant density function is defined in order
to represent the RC circuits either in lumped-element or in
distributed circuit case. This function gives the intensity of
the terms of different time-constants in the response. One can
interpret this function as a special kind of a spectrum, which
depicts the occurrence and the relative intensity of the different
time-constants in the circuit response. This function is called
time-constant spectrum as well.
The R ( z ) function is a sum of Dirac-6’s in the case of a
lumped element network where the response consists of finite
number of terms of discrete time-constants
P

~ ( z=)

~ i ~- (ln(T;)).
z

(5)

i=l

~ i ’ sare the time-constants of the poles, Ki’s are the corresponding magnitude values, p is the number of the poles.
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The R ( z ) spectrum is a continuous function in the case of
an infinite distributed network. In this case, the definition is

R ( z ) = lim
&-+O

magnitudes relating timeconstants between z and Sz
5.2

(6)

The R ( z ) time-constant spectrum is related both to the timedomain and to the frequency-domain responses. The relation
is of convolution-type in either case [16]. In the time-domain
(7)

where U(.) is the unit-step response, @3 is the convolution
operator and the w t ( z ) function is defined by

In the frequency-domain, for the Z ( w ) impedance function the
following equation can be applied
d
-_
Re(Z(0)) = R(z = - 0 )

dR

@

w,(0)

(9)

where

Both convolution equations are suitable for the model
identification [22]. If we know the time-domain response of
the network, (7) should be used. Knowing the frequencydomain behavior, (9) has to be applied. In either case, the
inverse operation of the convolution should be accomplished
in order to extract the R ( z ) time constant spectrum from the
network responses. Once the R ( z ) time constant spectrum is
extracted, there is a straight-forward way of constructing the
corresponding lumped element RC network. For further details
of the network identification, see, e.g., [17].
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